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Indigenous peoples have been actively involved in many environment-related fora. My 
organization. PACOS TRUST, Malaysia is proud to have hosted move than 140 indigenous 
peoples at the "T t n Conference of the Parlies (COP7) of the Convention on Biological Diversity, 
through the International Indigenous Forum on Biodiversity or IIFB. which has an advisory 
status to the CBD. We arc proud of our achievements but are also concerned about the 
increasing demand for more efforts from indigenous peoples to be imolved in these various 
environment-related fora. 

We would therefore strongly reiterate our often repeated recommendation to the Permanent 
Forum to form a Task Force on Environment that would collaborate with various UN 
agencies and bodies, particularly with the CBD, to elaborate on issues and recommendations 
that are being discussed in these environment fora in relation to resources and knowledge of 
indigenous peoples. Such a Task Force will provide support for the focal person on environment 
within the PF and allow wider consultation. 

Indigenous peoples, particularly women arc the guardians of knowledge ,ind wisdom in relation 
lo environment. Indigenous knowledge systems and the diversity of iilc in our territories are 
collecth e resources and should remain under our direct control. 

\ t the Conference of the Parties (COP") , it was decided i Decision V)J 16 II) that it shall 
collaborate with the Permanent Forum to deie lop -:t i zenei'i* s\ste:r~ ;or •he protection of 
traditional knowledge. :nno\;iuons and practices. 

The Asia Caucus tiroes the proposed Task Force on Environment to take an active role in 
organising regional workshops that would develop and promote sui i>eneri\ systems based on 
customary laws, 

Vs. 1 \-j!con:i>' ")ec:s:or '-'A „i ••< i r ,'sr>i i"-.1 'e : \ \ 1 .mieikMf : P I ; - made V. 
!,:r:i",ii:ie:v. :'^r.i:r. a< .ear. we urge the Task Force on Environment re play an active role in 
the Workshop planned by the Secretariat of the Convention on liiolot^ical Diversity between 6 

9 December 2004 in Montreal, Canada to implement the .\kwe:kon Guidelines. 

We also recommend that the Permanent f jrnm uryes States, l'\ agencies and bodies to 
implement the Akwe:kon Guidelines for the Conduit of Cultural, I nvironment and Social 
Impact Usesstneiu for any proposed protects in Uid\!>enou\ territories. 

\ 



We also recommend that as a follow-up to the recommendation by both the Second PFII and 
COP" Decision VII/H I IS), the Task Force coordinate regional consultations to develop 
elements of an ethical code of conduct to ensure respect for indigenous cultural and 
intellectual heritage and submit the findings to the Secretariat of the CBD before the next 
meeting of the Working Group on Article 8(j) and Related Provisions in 2006. 

it is encouraging that at COP" 1 and at the 5 1 : 1 World Parks Congress in Durban, South Africa, it 
was accepted that community conserved areas must be recognised as legitimate and promoted; 
that resettlement for conservation must only happen with the free, prior informed consent of 
affected indigenous peoples; and that in accordance with article 10(c) of the CRD, customary 
uses of biological resources and the application of customary laws pertaining to the management 
and use of biological resources must be encouraged and protected including the essential 
contribution of indigenous women to conservation and their right to full\ participate in decision
making. 

We recommend that the Task Force on Environment coordinates with relevant UN agencies 
and bodies as well as indigenous bodies such as the International Indigenuous Forum on 
Biodiversity and Indigenous Women Biodiversity Network as well as the Indigenous Peoples 
Working Group to Follow-up on the World Parks Congress to ensure that these achievements 
on indigenous peoples and protected areas are implemented. 

We would also like to recommend that the PF commend the CBD on the inclusiveness which 
allowed indigenous peoples to participate in the process, and urges other UN agencies and 
bodies to adopt such inclusiveness towards indigenous peoples. 

Thank \ou. 


